SUPERBLY EXECUTED ACTION COMEDY
THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
Not my Day
ANOTHER FAIL-SAFE PLAN

CAST
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PRODUCTION
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GENRE
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SYNOPSIS
Till, a bank teller in his mid-30s, is living an uneventful and average life. His marriage to Miriam is happy, but in danger of getting into a rut after all these years of harmony. Suddenly, Till is torn from his routine when a bank robber storms his branch and takes Till and his car hostage. When the kidnapper takes his mask off, Till recognizes Nappo, a former con and unsuccessful loan applicant at Till's bank.

As the police set up roadblocks, Nappo decides to abandon Till in the trunk of the car and disappear with his loot. But things do not work out that way and Till and Nappo escape together. After the first shock, Till throws all caution to the wind and dives into adventure with his kidnapper...